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1. As a physical object

If  the bob is a magnet, 
an alternating electrical 

current through the 
axis creates an 

oscillating  magnetic 
field which periodically 
excites the pendulum.
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The forced damped pendulum is of central
importance in engineering:

It is the basic building block of every 
robot.

Thus understanding the dynamics of the forced
damped pendulum is absolutely fundamental:

We will never understand robots if we don’t 
understand that. 

As we will see, it is a lot more complicated than one
might imagine.



mx!! = !ax! ! sinx + b cos !t

mass x acceleration =                    force

In mechanics, there is
really only one law of

motion:
ma=f .

In this case, the force has
3 terms

-ax’    the friction

- sin x     the force due 
              to gravitation

b cos wt     the external force
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2.  As a differential 
equation  

mass x acceleration =                    force

In mechanics, there is
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motion:
ma=f .
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More precisely, the picture represents 
something about the pendulum represented 

by the differential equation

x!! = !.1x! ! sinx + cos t

A particular mass     m=1
A particular friction coefficient     a=.1       

A particular forcing term     b=1

have been chosen.

If you modify the parameters, more specifically
if you let  b  vary from .8 to 1.2, you get the 

following sequence of images.





The relation between the pendulum 
and 

the pictures
To describe the relation , I will begin by 

describing the undamped, unforced pendulum,
whose differential equation is

x!! = ! sinx
which we will write as the system

x! = y

y! = ! sinx
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oscillate



We see three kinds of trajectories
Oscillations around the stable equilibrium
Trajectories which go round and round clockwise

These are separated by the separatrices:

movements that take infinite time to fall from the 
unstable upward equilibrium, pass through the 

downward position, and then take infinite time to 
climb back the the unstable upward position.    
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Now most trajectories are attracted
to the downward position.

But there are exceptional movements, still
called separatrices,

which instead take infinite time to approach
the unstable upward position. 

These separate the movements that don’t quite
make it to the top from those that just make it over. 



Now most trajectories are attracted
to the downward position.

But there are exceptional movements, still
called separatrices,

which instead take infinite time to approach
the unstable upward position. 

These separate the movements that don’t quite
make it to the top from those that just make it over. 

Now let us turn on a bit of forcing



What makes the difference between these 
representations of the stable periodic motion

Start at time t = 0 with initial position and velocity
!
x(0)
x!(0)

"
.

Then you will undergo a motion !
x(t)
x!(t)

"
,

which will quite likely be attracted to the

stable periodic motion.

. . . , x(t)! 4!, x(t)! 2!, x(t), x(t) + 2!, x(t) + 4!, . . .Which motion you are attracted to depends on how 
many times you go over the top before settling down 



As we can see, it is a lot more 
complicated.

Still, there is a pattern of sorts:

After a random-looking initial walk,
trajectories (some of them at least)

 appear to settle down to a 

stable periodic motion
 There is really only one stable periodic motion,

which we see infinitely many times as

. . . , x(t)! 4!, x(t)! 2!, x(t), x(t) + 2!, x(t) + 4!, . . .



This point is colored blue
because it is attracted to the blue cycle

This point is colored red
because it is attracted to

the red cycle



Thus we can color the plane of 
initial positions and velocities

according to which representation 
of the

stable periodic motion 
attracts the trajectory with those initial conditions

That is what the pictures represent. 
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These pictures are 
complicated

How do we go about understanding them?

I am going to state two results about these pictures.

They do not amount to a description 

But they both say that

The forced damped pendulum is chaotic



Lakes of  Wada

The basins of the attracting basins have the

Wada property:
Every point in the boundary of one basin

is in the boundary of every other



Unless you are pretty tricky,
3 lakes will only have 2 triple 
points

But Yoneyama found a way to have

many more 



On an island lived three
philanthropists

each owns a lake



The philanthropist with
the blue lake goes to work



The philanthropist with
the yellow lake goes to work



The philanthropist with
the red lake goes to work



The philanthropist with
the blue lake goes back to work



At the end of all the digging, 
the inhabitants don’t have much dry land
but they can reach arbitrarily little and

get the beverage of their choice. 

The lakes just get bigger and bigger, 
but at no time do two lakes touch. 

If you sit on the edge of one of the lakes,
you will see many streams of the other

lakes nearly.

This is what the pendulum pictures look like!  



View from the yellow lake



The second theorem also says that the 
motions are chaotic 

Saying that the basins of the attracting  motions 
have the Wada property is certainly a way of

saying that the motions are chaotic:

By an arbitrarily small perturbation of the 
initial condition, you can make the pendulum go

anywhere.



Prescribing dynamics 
The pendulum has a natural unit of time,
which is the period of the forcing term

2π  with the units I chose.

         

During one unit of time, the pendulum may
do one of 4 things

Let
Ik = {t|2k! ! t < 2(k + 1)!}Let
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Possible behaviors

• Cross the downward position once clockwise   1

• Cross the downward position once 
counterclockwise                                           -1

• Not cross the downward position                    0

• None of the above, for instance cross the      NA 
downward position twice



For every biinfinite sequence
Let

. . . , s!2, s!1, s0, s1, s2, . . .

there exists an initial position
  

such that the corresponding motion 

x(0)
x’(0)

of symbols  -1,0,1,

x(t)
x’(t)

will do sk during Ik

. . . , s!2, s!1, s0, s1, s2, . . .



Is this of any interest?
If you think about it, you will see that the
initial conditions leading to the prescribed

motions of the previous theorem would have to
be known with enormous precision if they are

to realize even a small number of symbols.

Thus the initial conditions described by the
theorem are impossible to calculate, and
even more difficult to set up in practice.

Is the theorem therefore useless? 
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Just the opposite:

is the flip side of
Chaos

Control 



One consequence of  the theorem
is that modifying the forcing term

f = b(t) cos !0t,
with b(t)! b0 arbitrarily small

f = b0 cos !(t)t,
with !(t)! !0 arbitrarily small

. . . , s!2, s!1, s0, s1, s2, . . .

amplitude
modulation

frequency
modulation

am

fm

You can make the pendulum do anything
you want:

You can control the pendulum 
with arbitrarily small cost. 
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